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Preface
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview
This Volume 3 of the ISH0306 Final Reports is a supporting document to the Guidelines (Volume 1) and the Manual (Volume 2) and consists of all the literature, documents and data collected during the ISH0306 study. The Knowledge Base is meant to be an interactive and searchable tool supporting and underpinning the findings and recommendations in the Guidelines and the Manual.

1.2 Specific Objective of this report
The objective of this report is to outline and describe the structure and usage of the ISH0306 Knowledge Base and how it will support the Guidelines (Volume 1) and the Manual (Volume 2).

2 Outline of the ISH0306 Knowledge Base

2.1 Deliveries
The ISH0306 Knowledge Base consists of three separate parts:

1) Summary Report on Structure, Usage and Update of Knowledge Base (Manual – This report)
2) Data Inventory Sheet
3) Knowledge Base Library

These three parts are further described in detail in the following chapters 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3.

2.1.1 Data Inventory Sheet
The Data Inventory Sheet consists of an excel sheet with a complete overview of all the publications that have been collected throughout the project period. All cited references from Guidelines and the Manual will be found in the inventory sheet, as well as all other relevant publications gathered as supporting literature. The Data Inventory Sheet contains approximately 940 references. See Figure 2.1 for an extract of the data inventory sheet, and Annex 1 for all the references collected up to now.
Figure 2.1. Extract of the Data Inventory Sheet of the ISH0306 Knowledge Base.
The inventory sheet displays eight columns:

1) First author – the name of the leading author in the format of “Doe, J.”
2) Year of publication
3) Title of publication
4) Name of Journal/Magazine/Newsletter
5) Other information – relevant information that is not a part of the title
6) Geographic focus – Country, LMB etc.
7) Search words – relevant words that will be useful as search words, and are not mentioned elsewhere in the title, publication etc.

All columns have a comment added in the title row (hold the mouse arrow over the title field), to explain in detail what information to insert and in what format.

Previously the inventory sheet was in word format, which did not allow filtering and sorting functions. Through converting the inventory sheet to an excel format, the sheet has become more user friendly in terms of possibilities of sorting the publications by any column. This means that you can easily sort the publications either alphabetically or filter them by selecting specific author(s). It is also possible to combine filters from different columns, to specify all publications from a certain author in a certain year, for instance. The search function [Ctrl + F] is still viable and will allow you to search for any word(s) in the inventory sheet. The added search words are especially important in this respect.

2.1.2 Knowledge Base Library

The Knowledge Base Library consists of all publications collected throughout the project. Some of the publications are not available online, and are only available through university access. Thus, these publications will not be found in the Knowledge Base Library, only as references in the Inventory Sheet. All publications in the Knowledge Base Library are in pdf or word format, except for a folder with data, that is presented in .csv and excel formats.

Dropbox was originally used for collection and sharing publications. However, when presenting large amounts of data (> 15 GB) such as in this project, and the data should be organized and edited/controlled by a moderator, Dropbox is not optimal as a sharing portal. Thus, due to storage limits, payment fees as well as a suboptimal interface, all documents are systematically being moved into a similarly functioning database called Tempo Box. Tempo Box makes it easy to share and transfer data to an external partner and facilitates easy transfer of large collections of data. In short, Tempo Box has several advantages:

- no storage limits
- free of charge regardless of how many members that will need access
- safe solution that requires user's login
- user friendly interface:
  - easy to navigate: both thumbnail and list view
  - easy to find relevant documents with designated search field (search by object names and contents)
- no loss of information: both editor and version tracking of all documents
• can be used from any location and device as long as you have internet connection and a web browser
• easy to facilitate downloading to the Mekong River Commission when the Knowledge Base is to be handed over

Figure 2.2. Interface of Tempo Box with an extract of the publications in the ISH0306 Knowledge Base Library.

The Tempo Box contains four folders:

1) Data inventory sheet
2) ISH0306 Knowledge Base Library
3) Publications to be organized

Folder 1) Data inventory sheet contains an updated inventory of all publications in the Library folder (2).

Folder 2) ISH0306 Knowledge Base Library contains all publications that have been organized and put into the Data inventory sheet. This folder is currently updated as publications are registered in the inventory sheet and moved into the Library by the moderator.

Folder 3) Publications to be organized contains at any time publications that are collected however not fully registered in the inventory sheet, thus not yet moved into the Library (folder 2).

2.1.3 How to get access to Tempo Box

By using Tempobox, you simply click on the link “Start using Multiconsult Tempo Box now”, enter your user name (i.e. the e-mail address that you received the invitation on) and generate a password. See Figure 2.3. Please contact the moderator (ragnhild.heimstad@multiconsult.no) if there should be any
problems with access to Tempo Box. Once you get access, you must accept the sharing request by clicking on the notification next to your personal menu in the upper right corner (see Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.3. Interface of first time logon to Tempo Box.

Figure 2.4. Accepting the sharing request in the upper right corner of Tempo Box.

All members can read and download articles in Tempo Box freely. Furthermore, all members can upload new publications in Tempo Box folder named «Publications to be organized». The moderator will then name them appropriately, register them in the data inventory sheet and move them to the folder ISH0306 Knowledge Base. Please note that only the moderator of Tempo Box can register publications in the data inventory sheet and then move publications into the Mekong Knowledge Base Library folder. This is important in order to keep an organized structure.

The User manual is recommended for understanding more about how to use the Tempo Box. Please note that only internet browsers Chrome, Firefox and Safari (not Internet Explorer) supports drag and drop functions as well as opening and creating interactive links to publications.

3 Continued development of the Knowledge Base

The platform and set up for the Mekong Knowledge Base has been established. For the handover to MRC, the following instructions will help to develop it further after completion of the ISH0306:

Data inventory sheet
- When identifying and collecting new documentation/publications they can be moved to the folder *Publications to be organized*. These should then be systematically registered in the data inventory sheet that forms a complete overview of the whole knowledge base library.
- All public publications will have links from the inventory sheet to the knowledge base library folder.
- Add to columns *search words* and *other information* where relevant.

**ISH0306 Knowledge Base Library**

- Publications should then be moved systematically from the folder *Publications to be organized* into the folder *ISH0306 Knowledge Base Library* when registered in the inventory sheet.
- Data in other formats such as xlsx., csv. and shp. should be added systematically as well and put in specific folders.

**Final delivery to MRC**

- Process for the final delivery of the Mekong Knowledge Base will be discussed and established to ensure a best hand over to the Mekong River Commission.
- This report will be the user manual especially designed for the ISH0306 Knowledge Base.